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Legal Systems Relevant to Cross-Border Investments

1. Legal System of the Host State
2. Legal system of the Home State
3. Legal system of a third Country (or Countries)
4. Public International Law
5. Regional Law
6. Regional Supranational Law
7. Transnational Law
Legal Systems and their relevant Legal Domains

1. Legal System of the Host State
   (Contract Law, Investment Law, Banking Laws, Expropriation laws, Procedural Laws ...)

2. Legal system of the Home State
   (Seize assets of the Host State located in the Home State?)

3. Legal system of third Country (or Countries)
   (Seize assets of the Host State located in a Third State?)
Legal Systems and their relevant Legal Domains

4. Public International Law
   (Diplomatic Protection)

5. Regional Law
   (ECHR, ACHR, NAFTA, MERCOSUR)

6. Supranational Law
   (European Union Law)

7. Transnational Law
   (Arbitration, Stabilization Clauses)
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